Shakespearean Actors: A Senior Multimedia Research Project

	Senior students usually tire of the research paper very quickly, because it requires a lot of work to do a good job.  Wanting to incorporate technology into my Senior English class, I set about organizing a research project that would introduce my students to the rigors of research as well as the attributes of presenting a "paper" in visual/audio format using Microsoft PowerPoint.  

	When I introduced this idea to my department administrators they were a bit skeptical but willing to try this new idea (this was back in 2001), so they okayed the project.  My Senior students were ecstatic because first of all it was a different approach, secondly the grade would take the place of a regular final exam for the second half of the year, thirdly all of the work would be done in class since they had to work as a team (surprisingly many opted to do work outside class to be ready for the in-class jobs), and fourthly they would get to do what they loved to do most – play with computers.

	To make a long story short, the project worked out well, and I used it in my classes over the next three years.  The end of the year blah’s disappeared because the students focused as individual teams on getting their project completed.  Students who usually brushed off the hard work of research actually worked diligently.  I’m not saying that everyone was a success.  There is always one or two that will rebel against anything, but for the most part all of the students came through, completing their projects on time and with a modicum of inaccuracy.

	The project required study in two stages.  First of all, some of the students didn’t know up or down from Microsoft PowerPoint, so I spent a few days in class explaining and demonstrating the power of the program.  I even came up with a short sample program they could put together to become familiar with the rudiments of the software.  It’s interesting to note that when students enter into unfamiliar territory they increasingly depend on help from one or two students who are already knowledgeable about the work.  So there was a lot of cooperative learning going on with this project, since I could only be in so many places at one time.

	The second stage of study was with the research paper protocol and selection of topic.  Most of the students already knew how to work with a research paper and select topics, but had difficulty relating this to a multimedia work.  So time was also spent in class showing them how they can use the same features of the research paper in this new medium.  Once these two areas were covered the students (relying upon each other for help) started to put it all together.

	This project is not for the feint of heart teacher.  You will have to become familiar with the above information yourself and stay on top of what all of your students’ activities.  Rely upon a couple of knowledgeable students to help you in class while you are setting up the projects.
	If you decide to take on this task, I’ve set up the project as I presented it in class in various documents included in this package.  Keep in mind that these are practices that worked for me and might need to be modified for them to work for you and your classes.  I’ve included the documentation in Microsoft Word format (.doc), Word Processor Format (.rtf), Adobe Reader Format (.pdf), and in the case of the sample calendar in Microsoft Publisher Format (.pub).  The calendar is just for you to look at and would have to be modified to match our dates, of course.  Here is the list of documents in this package:

Lesson Plan (.doc, .rtf, .pdf)
	
	This document should be printed out and given to each student or group 	of students.  Teachers should go over the project very carefully (after it 	has been modified to match your needs).  It explains what will be required 		of each group in the project.  This includes Massachusetts educational 	Frameworks, but you might want to modify them to match your own state’s 	requirements or your department’s goals.

List of Actors and Topic (.doc, .rtf)

	This document should also be printed out and given to each student or 	group of students.  It explains the topic they should be delineating and 	suggests actors for the project.  (It is important that students consider 	these actors carefully because some of them are very difficult to locate an 	adequate amount of data without a lot of work.)

Actor Sign Up List (.doc, .rtf)

	This is a generic sheet which you can post to have your students sign up 	for their topics.  It is good to have this visible at all times in all classes to 	allow students to see who is signing up for what.

Project Set Bibliography With Answer Key (.doc, .rtf)

	This is an introduction to setting up bibliography with a practice project.  	Answer key is for the teacher.  Of course you could modify this for your 	own needs.

Sample Presentation Assignment Part 1 (.doc, .rtf)
Sample Presentation Assignment Part 2 (.doc, .rtf)

	This introduces the students to PowerPoint on a basic level.  They build a 	simple three-slide project.  You can modify this to make a different project 	topic if you like.

Samples Parenthetical Citation (.doc, .rtf)

	This is a compilation handout  of information on how to set up 	parenthetical citation from various sources.

Senior Multimedia APPROVED topics (.doc, .rtf)

	This is a sample sheet that you could use to list the final choices of your 	student groups.  Again, modify it as needed.

Spot Test for Table Bibliography (.doc, .rtf)

	This is a fun quiz that can be used with each group while other groups are 	working in the library, or at some other location.  Keep it light and the 	excitement will propel the students to work diligently.

Alternate Rubric from the Plan (.doc, .rtf)

	The Lesson Plan includes a rubric for grading the project, but this is a 	more detailed rubric you might prefer to use.

Sample Multimedia Calendar2003.pub

	This is a Microsoft Publisher file and will only open in this software.  It is 	not actually required, but you will want to set up some kind of calendar for 	your students to follow.  This is offered as a suggestion and by no means 	are you expected to follow it exactly.

Multi Media Project Quiz (.doc, .rtf)
Multi Media Project Quiz ANSWER SHEET (.doc, .rtf)

	This is a quiz that can be administered to your student after you have gone over the Lesson Plan with them in class.  Basically it is a quiz to see if they have been listening and reading.


I had a lot of fun using this project in my classes, the students seemed to enjoy doing research more readily, and this new method showed the students how a traditional project can be developed into a new technological experience.

